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JUS5402 – Maritime Law – Liability and Insurance 

The language of examination for this course is English: students may answer in English ONLY, answers in 
any other language than English will be given a F (F for fail). 
 
All questions under part I and part II have to be answered! 

Part I- Liability 

M/S Norstar is a Norwegian flagged coastal ro-ro ship, carrying electric cars. On her way from the Oslofjord to 

Hamburg she collides with M/T Gloria, a Norwegian flagged crude oil carrier, at the Southern part of the Oslofjord. 

Norstar was severely damaged in the collision and started to take in water. In order to avoid sinking, and while the 

ship was still manoeuvrable, the Master decided to try to ‘beach’ the ship and intentionally grounded her on a small 

islet/rock close to the Norwegian mainland. This grounding had, however, the effect that the ship was further 

damaged and that bunker fuel started to leak from the ship, hence polluting the sensitive coastline on the 

Norwegian mainland.  

As to Gloria, the collision caused significant leakage of crude oil from her cargo tanks. The crude oil also polluted the 

coastline but in a different place, closer to the place of the original collision; the two pollutions were hence not 

mixed.  

On board Norstar the Master had temporarily asked a representative of the car manufacturing company, who was 

on board as a passenger, to take the wheel while the Master would go and have a discussion with the ship’s chief 

engineer. This took longer than expected and when the Master returned, the oil tanker, Gloria, was already very 

close and on collision course. Gloria had the right of way under the Collision Regulations but the Master on board 

Gloria did not notice the dangerous situation evolving. In the end the Master on board Norstar managed to steer 

away from a head-on collision but not enough to avoid contact between the two vessels. The stern of Norstar hit 

the port side of Gloria in relatively high speed causing significant damage to both ships. Following the collision, 

Norstar started to leak both above and below cargo deck and as a result of the ingress of water, the majority of cars 

on board were damaged.  

Q 1) How should the liability between the colliding ships be distributed? (To be assessed at rough figures only, like 

100/0 or 33/66 or 50/50 etc.)  
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Q 2) Can the owner of the damaged cars on board Norstar claim damages against the owner of Gloria and, if so, on 

what legal basis? (You are not asked to discuss whether a claim could also be made against the owner of the 

Norstar) 

Q 3) Do the Norwegian environmental authorities have a claim against Norstar’s owners for their expenses for 

cleaning up the oil pollution caused by the bunker oil and, if so, can Norstar’s owners limit such liability? 

Claims were also made against Gloria’s owners for the pollution caused by its cargo. Gloria’s owners denied those 

claims on the basis that the collision was caused by Norstar’s failure to give way under the Collision Regulations.  

Q 4) Can claims for the pollution be made against Gloria’s owners under these circumstances and, if so, can such 

liability be limited.  

 

Part II - Insurance  

M/S Norstar was insured with hull insurance in AS Marine Insurance on the conditions of the Nordic Marine 

Insurance Plan 2013.  The assessed insurable value and the sum insured was both stated in the insurance policy as 

100 MNOK.  In addition M/S Norstar had hull interest insurance in AS Marine Insurance with a sum insured of 25 

MNOK stated in the policy.   

The owner of M/S Norstar claimed that AS Marine Insurance was liable for the collision damage to the vessel.  To 

the extent M/S Norstar was rendered liable towards the owners of M/T Gloria for the collision, the owner also 

claimed this liability covered from AS Marine Insurance. Further, the owner claimed that the grounding constituted 

a measure to prevent the vessel from sinking as a result of the collision, and thus should be covered by AS Marine 

Insurance as a measure to avoid loss.  This, according to the owner, was also the case for any liability incurred by 

M/S Norstar for pollution damage.  

AS Marine Insurance denied the claims. In relation to the collision liability, the insurer argued that this was outside 

the scope of the hull insurance and should be covered by the P&I insurer, and that the same applied to whatever 

pollution liability incurred by  M/S Norstar .  AS Marine Insurance also argued that it was not liable for the grounding 

as this was intentionally caused by the Master of the vessel.  In regard to all the claims, the insurer argued that the 

M/S Norstar had lost its right to cover due to breach of safety regulations.  

Assuming AS Marine Insurance was liable for the claims, the insurer further argued that its liability was limited to 

the sum insured of 100 MNOK. This amount served as a limitation for all the claims.   

  Q 5) Is AS Marine Insurance liable for: 

a. The collision damage to M/S Norstar 
b. The grounding damage to M/S Norstar 
c. The pollution liability for the bunker leakage from M/S Norstar   
d. M/S Norstar’s liability towards the owner of M/T Gloria  
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Q 6) If AS Marine Insurance is liable for some of or all the mentioned claims, may the insurer deny liability due to 

breach of safety regulations?  

Q 7) If AS Marine Insurance is liable for all the claims mentioned in Q 1, what is the maximum amount AS Marine 

Insurance is liable for?   

 

 

***** 

 

Sensuren faller onsdag 8 januar klokken 15.00. Kontroller på StudWeb eller ta kontakt med Infosenteret på 22 85 95 00. 

Kandidatene har rett til en redegjørelse for sensurvedtaket ved henvendelse til sensorene innen en uke etter sensur. 

Kontaktinformasjon for sensorer finnes på Fakultetets nettsider. Du kan også ta kontakt med infosenteret. Klagefristen er tre uker 

etter sensur. 

The result of the exams will be announced on Wednesday 8 January, at 15.00 hours. You can check the results in the StudWeb, or by 

contacting the Information Centre, phone 22 85 95 00.  

After the exam results are announced, candidates have the right to be informed of the grounds for the result as long as a request is 

made within one week of the announcement. The names and contact information of the examiners can be found on the Faculty’s 

website, or by contacting the Information Centre. The deadline for appeal is three weeks after the announcement of the results 

Oslo, 18.12.2013 


